Dodge durango radiator

For more information go to How to Troubleshoot Common Dodge Durango Radiator Setbacks
You would not want your joy rides with your Durango stopped by sudden overheating, would
you? Good thing it is not something you need to worry about all the time. For that, you have the
Dodge Durango radiator to be thankful for. It takes care of your car's ventilation and heat
circulation needs, preventing overheating in the engine. So, to keep you and your full-size SUV
from troubles related to overheating, ensure the optimum operating condition of your Dodge
Durango radiator. Address Dodge Durango radiator woes before they even worsen. Below are
some basic steps to help you diagnose possible problems with your radiator:. Overheating is
one of the most common problems that involve the radiator. It can be caused by a number of
reasons, but topping the list of the probable causes is a low or empty coolant level. Coolants
are essential in carrying out the cooling tasks of your radiator. Once the coolant levels fall
below minimum, expect malfunction. In the event of overheating, the first troubleshooting step
is to permit ventilation in the engine. Aside from monitoring the coolant level, you may also
check the radiator hoses for clogs or leaks. While searching for the root cause of the
overheating, remember not to open the radiator cap, as it may only cause further damage to
your vehicle. Consult a local mechanic if the overheating persists. If your Durango overheats
and the coolant levels appear normal or there does not seem to be clogging in any of the
radiator hoses, then the head gasket might be leaking. One way to check this is to see if your
exhaust emits white smoke. You can also remove the radiator's cap and have your Durango run
at normal temperature while someone pops the throttle once. If your Dodge Durango produces a
great mass of white gas, it is positive gasket leak. Have it checked and repaired or replaced at
once, to avoid further damage. As the radiator is mostly made of corrosive materials like steel
and aluminum, defect in your radiator can also be a result of rust buildup. In checking for rust
accumulation, see the color and level of your radiator coolant. You may remove the radiator cap
to accomplish this, but remember to do it only when the engine has already cooled. If you see
brownish fluid in your radiator, then corrosion is clearly underway. Have your Dodge Durango
radiator checked by automotive professionals and consider immediate replacement. Enjoying
cool and hassle-free rides with your stylish full-size SUV? Well, credit must be due to a
well-functioning Dodge Durango radiator! Because of the radiator's efficient transmission of
coolant throughout your car's system, heat is effectively dispersed and every car part is able to
function at its optimum level. What could be a better way of showing appreciation than giving
your radiator the maintenance it needs and deserves? Below is a short list of simple
maintenance tips you can do to keep the first-rate condition of your Dodge Durango radiator
and the high-quality drive you enjoy :. Flushing is an effective maintenance procedure that
helps keep blockages or leakages from damaging your Durango's cooling system. The benefits
of flushing extend to preventive damage in your car as a whole, averting untoward incidents e.
That is why it is really important to flush your Dodge Durango radiator on a regular basis.
Flushing is ideally done at least every six months. It is a DIYer-friendly task, but if you have a
factory-sealed Durango radiator, it is best to leave the job to the dealer. Essential to your
radiator's function is the right mixture of water and coolant. Automotive experts prefer using
distilled water instead of tap water in preparing the water-coolant mixture. This is because
distilled water can contribute little to the rust accumulation compared to tap water, which can
add to the buildup of rust in the radiator. Although rusting is quite natural for the metal and
aluminum compositions of a Dodge Durango radiator, coming up with the right mix can slow it
down, adding to the service life of your car's cooling system. Using an appropriate and
high-quality coolant or anti-freeze is also highly suggested. The best preventive step is still the
conduct of regular check-ups. Wearing off is inevitable because of the car parts' limited service
life. Its coolant levels should be consistently monitored as well. But keep an eye out for items
outside of the cooling system also. External elements like stray stones on the road can also
cause damage to the radiator, producing marks of defect, such as leaks that can later prove to
be harmful. Do not delay replacement also, if it is found necessary. One of the simplest ways to
maintain a Dodge Durango's radiator in good condition is to make use of the appropriate
radiator fluid. It's important to have the correct antifreeze coolant, such as a glycol-based
antifreeze, in the vehicle's radiator. However, antifreeze should not be used alone for the
cooling system. It should be mixed with the appropriate amount of water in order to get the
perfect blend of fluid. Another maintenance tip would be changing the radiator fluid from time to
time. That is why flushing the radiator every now and then is important. The number one
radiator problem experienced by Dodge Durango users is rusting. Corrosion outside the
radiator can be removed using cleaning agents, but rust accumulated inside the radiator can't
be remedied with simple repair tips. To get rid of internal rust, it's advisable to consult with an
expert first before performing any DIY repair. Another common problem is the constricted
coolant flow. This is usually caused by dirt, bugs, or mineral deposits, which block the coolant

flow in the small and narrow tubing located in the unit's core. When the coolant fails to
circulate, the engine lacks the right operating temperature. When these problems occur, inspect
the Durango for wear and damage as soon as possible. Because continuous usage of the
Dodge Durango may cause the radiator to acquire dirt and debris, flushing the radiator on a
regular basis is important. But before starting to flush the radiator, make sure that the engine
has cooled completely in order to prevent accidental burns. It's a must to keep the coolant in a
safe place away from pets. Because the coolant tastes sweet to pets, there's a huge tendency
that they might ingest it and suffer from fatal diseases. Always make it a point to clean the area
completely and remove every drop or puddle of coolant where pets could drink it. We've Made a
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Dodge Durango. Severe leakage of fluids underneath vehicle resulted in replacement of
radiator. Vehicle was stationary. Twice in three years time the upper radiator hose has been
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Tl the contact owns a Dodge Durango. The contact stated that the vehicle emitted an abnormal
anti-freeze odor. The failure occurred without warning. The vehicle was taken to best Chrysler
Dodge Jeep ram colony pl, Plymouth, MA where it was diagnosed that a crack in the radiator
caused the odor and recommended it be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The vehicle
was also taken to an independent mechanic who confirmed the dealer's diagnosis. The
manufacturer was contacted and did not assist. The failure mileage was approximately 30,
About a week later, my rpms would jump and drop while on the highway. No check engine light,
I was able to start right back up and make it about a block before it died again, able to restart it
and make it home before my engine died again. I took it to the shop and they told me that no
codes could be pulled and that my car was shorting out due to my radiator and water pump. We
replaced those and my thermostat and they said it should be fine. Drove the car about 15 miles
or less and it died again. So I took it to the next shop and they could not tell me anything
because it never died or acted up in their care. So they told me to drive it until it does it again.
The damn thing died two blocks away from the shop. The guys at the shop told me to go fill up
my gas tank and put fuel injector cleaner in it. I didn't have any problems making it home or to
work the next day. I was headed to lunch the next day and it dies before I even leave the work
parking lot. I drive home and it dies twice, all able to start right back up. I live maybe 5 minutes
away from my job and my gas tank went from full to half a tank just by going to work and home.
Today, I left work and made it a couple of blocks from home when it died and would not start
back up!! I had to tow my car home. The Dodge house says its They obviously have a problem
with this death trap and they need to fix it. This complain involve several issues that constantly
happens. The first issue is that the interior lights and instrument panel lights illuminated
intermittently and I can hear a buzzing sound when it does this. The second is that the battery
dies and I have to jump start or charge it manually most days. Third, every day I have to pour
coolant into my radiator because there is a leak somewhere either the water pump or radiator.
Fourth, when it rains, water gets inside via the door seams. Sixth, my head lights goes very dim
and even sometimes shut off. This is very scary in the middle of the night coming home from
work. The contact owns a Dodge Durango. While driving 55 mph, an unknown liquid splashed
onto the windshield before the thermostat gauge indicated that the vehicle was overheating.
The contact pulled over and observed under the hood that the coolant was low. The coolant was
refilled, but the failure recurred intermittently. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic where the fan clutch, electric fan, radiator cap, serpentine belt, and thermostat were
replaced. The remedy failed to repair the vehicle. The cause of the failure was not found. The
manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was , While driving 45 mph, the front driver
side of the vehicle lowered to the ground and smoke began to emit from the vehicle. In addition,
the front upper and lower ball joints bent inward and needed to be replaced. On two separate
occasions, the radiator failed to operate and caused the cooling system to fail. The vehicle was
taken to an independent mechanic where the wheel hub bearing, front upper and lower ball
joints, and cold air intake system were replaced. The manufacturer was notified of the failures
and stated that the VIN was not included in NHTSA campaign numbers: 04v suspension , 06e
engine and engine cooling or 08e suspension. Vehicle started to run very rough just after
exiting the highway, warning lights came on, and almost immediately, the brakes became
sluggish. Car was pulled into a parking spot just before it completely died. Attempts to restart
the vehicle were unsuccessful. Mechanic inspection found that the vehicle overheated and
caused the vehicle to lose power and brakes. The engine was damaged as well as the radiator,
which split from overheating. Noise was found coming from the timing chains as well as the
rocker arms. At least two cylinders had low compression. It was determined that the engine and
radiator were damage to the point of needing replacement. I continue to have engine failure. The
vehicle continues to die when making a turn, or low speed. I have done several things to fix this.
Changed the battery, oil changes, radiator flush. Please advise on what I need to do to get this
fixed. There isn't any codes on the check engine computer. I have had my vehicle for a little less
than two years. And my radiator has had a hole in it. And I have several major mechanical
issues that are not a part of regular scheduled maintenance. Two weeks after purchasing the
vehicle, I noticed the truck was leaking fluid. I returned to the dealer on 2 occasions. The
radiator needed to be replaced. I thought a hemi engine was supposed to be the best. This car
has been a money pit since I bought it and for everyone else too after the comments I have read.
I will never purchase a Dodge vehicle again. Too many things have replaced on this car I can't
even begin to tell you, it is in previous letters sent to Chrysler-and it isn't just me. I maintained
this vehicle, got regular oil changes, etc. And it backfired on me. I realize it is 10 years old and
we put a lot of highway miles on the car taking family vacations and every family vacation, there
has been a car problem. I put so much money into this car, I can't save up enough to get
anything new. I know family members that have cars years old and haven't put a dime into their

car, other than maintenance, new tires, oil changes, etc. I cannot express the amount of stress
this car has put on me. It has left me stranded on several occasions with my kids in the car.
Every time I take it some where, the mechanics always mention the poor design of the engine.
Tl- the contact owns a Dodge Durango. The contact stated that while driving approximately 55
mph, there was smoke coming from the front end of the vehicle as the check engine warning
light illuminated. The vehicle was towed to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the water pump
and the radiator needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The
vehicle was repaired on two occasions but the failure recurred. The approximate failure mileage
was , and the current mileage was , The contact stated that the vehicle overheated while driving
30 mph. There was coolant leaking from the reservoir and the temperature erratically raced to
hot. The vehicle was taken to a local mechanic where they replaced the thermostat and the
radiator pressure cap. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and advised that there were
no recalls for the failure and offered no further assistance. The failure mileage was 86, This
vehicle on numerous occasions shuts off while moving down the road. Started out only during
slow speeds, but has started to do it while actually cruising down the road. No warning, just
total loss off steering, brakes and engine. Luckily it has cranked back up and able to get out of
the road. I also have had on several occasions the temperature gauge indicate that the engine
was overheating and the car will just rev up and lose power. I have had everything checked
fluids, oil pump, radiator, plugs and wires etc and find nothing wrong. Of course nothing will be
wrong until the engine blows, which then can be fixed at my expense. Another problem to add
to the list is the liftgate acuator stopped working which has made it impossible to open the rear
hatch. The plastic gear in the motor is broke but you have to buy the whole part to fix it. The
problem started about a month ago, I had experienced my car overheating in the winter with
temperatures in the teens. I took the vehicle Dodge Durango to my local dealer, he stated he will
run a diagnostics report, 3 days later he called me to say the vehicle if fine, however he noticed
the fan ran slow therefore he decided to replace the fan clutch and a belt also replaced the
thermostat, I paid him He stated he will look at it and he cannot make any promises. I declined
to let them service the car. I have now placed it in the hands of my mechanic, after several days
trying to trouble shoot this problem he replaced the water pump, this would not relieve the
problem, after many hour on the internet I came across a review that suggested the problem
was with the radiator. We decided to replace the radiator; the mechanic discovered the radiator
was not able to support the engine capacity, which caused it to overheat. While returning from a
family vacation app. Round trip the Durango check gauges light came on the dash, I found the
temp gauge was hot, while looking for a wide place to pull over on the highway the motor died. I
opened the hood to try to find the problem I found that the coolant reservoir was still full of cool
fluid, and the radiator was also cool about body temp also found the top radiator hose was way
too hot to touch. While waiting for the tow truck, about 30 min. Later, I heard bubbling, and
gurgles from the coolant system, then the radiator was really hot. After having the tow truck
drop it off at my mechanic, he said the motor was blown no compression in cylinders 2, 4, and 6
probably caused by a stuck thermostat. Estimated repair bill for a remanufactured motor app.
Since , have had many problems with overheating. One time to the point it warped both heads
and had to have the engine rebuilt. Have replaced water pump, radiator, thermostat 3 times ,
clutch fan. When the heads warped, the upper radiator hose sheared apart and I saw no check
engine light cel and the temperature gauge never went above half-way. Personally I think it's
just a bad design. The upper radiator hose contains the radiator cap, and it's still not the
highest point in the "closed" system, thusly there is always air which never purges into the
overflow tank. Everytime I check radiator fluid their is none in the upper radiator hose. The fluid
has to be going somewhere, although I never see any under the vehicle. I have read in internet
forums of many people having this same issue. It's not year specific, nor is it engine model
specific. There is an underlying issue that Dodge isn't addressing, or has kept from the general
public to avoid having to replace , engines. I love my vehicle. I love the way it drives as well as
it's appearance. This is quite an annoyance. It has depleted what little savings my family has to
insure that our daily-driver of a vehicle will be getting us from point a to point b. We have
refrained from taking this vehicle on any type of trip outside our metro area for this reason
alone. The contact stated that the radiator comes equipped with plastic that is rubbing against
the pulley. The failure is causing the radiator to expand. She notified the dealer and the
manufacturer, but they have not responded. The vehicle has not been repaired. The purchase
date, speed, and current mileage were unknown. The failure mileage was 40, The vehicle
overheats and the heater blows out cold air. The dealer had replaced the thermostat twice and
the radiator cap. The check engine, abs light and check gauges light have turned on. The failure
mileage was 70, The contact has repair invoices. I have a Dodge Durango, brakes repaired. The
vehicle overheated, radiator, air compressor and more problems. The consumer was told that

the ball joints were gone and the transmission was sticking. The truck overheated without any
warning. This caused the truck to stall while making a right turn. The radiator was leaking and
one of the pistons had started melting per the dealership. The engine needs to be replaced. The
oil pressure gauge stayed normal and the warning light did not come on. While traveling on the
highway and without prior warning vehicle was overheating and clogged up. Dealer was aware
of problem. Please fill in additional information. On vechicle also not the same problem that was
complaned about. Vehicle burned excessive oil prior to engine seize and we were told this was
normal because of the volume of miles traveled on the vehicle. This was after a routine oil
change at kenwood Dodge. As usual we inquired as to any factory recalls. On our way to new
hampshire to attend the funeral for a relative, my husband checked the oil as usual and it
appeared to be fine. No oil was added at this time. After entering new hampshire in the town of
pembrooke, the check gauges lite illuminated and then the oil pressure gauge dropped to 0. We
immediately pulled into a local autozone car care store and my husband then checked the oil.
The dipstick showed approximately 1. After traveling approximately 20 or so miles on the
winding back roads my husband noticed an erratic, loud knocking sound coming from the
engine. He then pulled the Durango to the side of the road whereby the knocking was so loud
your could not hear eachother talk. He then noticed the oil pressure dropped again to 0 and
immediately shut down the engine. It banged loudly at this point as smoke spewed from the
right front side of the truck. We had the Durango towed to bonneville and sons Dodge in
manchester nh and the concurred the engine had seized. They had stated that the oil as well as
the radiator fluid had leaked out and this was untrue as we had several people inspect the truck
prior to their diagnosis and saw no external views of any fluid leakage. The radiator was full and
the dipstick was seized in the engine block. The dealer as well as Dodge said this was due to
lack of oil changes. The oil was changed every thousand miles regularly and was only three
thousand miles past due from it's last change. I can't in my wildest dreams immagine this is the
result of oil that was in the block at the time. We did find out however that this is common. We
purchased the car on December 1 and it was back at the dealer on Dec 2 , for over heating. Then
again on for over heating, and again on for the same, and again on for the same. Then 12 more
times after the last date listed. There has been 2 new engines put into this car. The dealer has
paid for the repairs every time but one. The last time this happened I was crossing two lanes of
on comming traffic when my car died, I had my 3 kids in the car. We were able to role out of the
intersection before being hit. We are trying to get a buy back from Chrysler. Please help. If you
have any info that will help in this process we would love to know about it. Thanks for your help.
Thermostat needle would move all way up in red, and vehicle overheated. Vehicle had to be
towed to dealer, and dealership was aware of problem. Front brakes replaced 3x's in one year
keep failing on Dodge Durango causing uneven tire wear and alignment to shift. I've had to
replace the front tires 4 times and the rear tires twice since I bought this vehicle January 2, All
tires wear at an angle with several bald spots in different places. I also replaced the water pump
and radiator February Now the air conditioner is not working. The transmission went out a
couple of months after I purchased the vehicle. It was still under warranty, but I still had to pay
Car Problems. Radiator problem of the Dodge Durango 1. Radiator problem of the Dodge
Durango 2. Radiator problem of the Dodge Durango 3. Radiator problem of the Dodge Durango
4. Radiator problem of the Dodge Durango 5. Radiator problem of the Dodge Durango 6.
Radiator problem of the Dodge Durango 7. Radiator problem of the Dodge Durango 8. Radiator
problem of the Dodge Durango 9. Radiator problem of the Dodge Durango Engine And Engine
Cooling problems. Car Stall problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning problems. Check
Engine Light On problems. Engine Stall problems. Engine problems. Engine Clicking And
Tapping Noises problems. Loud Engine Noise problems. Engine Failure problems. Reina helped
make these videos. Adding engine coolant also known as antifreeze to your Dodge Durango is
pretty easy. Engine coolant circulates through your engine to keep it cool in the summer but
won't freeze in the winter. Make sure to check your engine when it is cold for an accurate
reading. The video above shows you where the coolant reservoir in your Durango is located and
how to add coolant. Be sure to check your owners manual to determine the correct type of fluid
to add - for Dodges, it will typically be in a section titled Fluid Capacities in the back of your
manual. Some coolants will come premixed Removing the coolant reservoir cap on a warm
engine could cause the cap to fly off at a high rate of speed and fluid to spray out of the
reservoir. Always wear safety goggles when working on your Durango. Promptly wipe up any
spilled fluid as it is highly toxic. Animals love its sweet taste, so even a spilling a small amount
on your garage floor can end up in the dog's stomach pretty quickly. If you notice an oily
surface in your coolant, immediately have your mechanic inspect your Durango for head gasket
leakage. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on

the road. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter
the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongs
how to fix cars book
volvo s80 owner manual
2004 mustang alternator replacement
t other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video
for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly
like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting
Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier
has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change a flat tire.
Learn where your spare tire and jack are located before you need it on the side of the road.
Check your brake fluid. Checking your brake fluid from time to time is a great way to ensure
safe stopping. Change a tail light. The burnt out tail light: classic reason for a cop to pull you
over - change yours now. Check transmission fluid level. Harsh downshifts? Slipping gears?
You might be low on transmission fluid. See all videos for the Dodge Durango. We have a
massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything

